
Hobby
Classes

VENUE-HUDA BLOCK  
TIMINGS-9 A.M TO 11 AM

DATE-16.03.2024 TO 28.03.2024
CHARGES-RS.300/- 

COMPUTER/CODING CHARGES-RS.500/-

O.S.D.A.V Public School Kaithal

INTERESTED STUDENTS MAY REGISTER THEMSELVES IN SCHOOL
DURING SCHOOL HOURS.
PLEASE CARRY WRITTEN CONSENT OF YOUR PARENTS BY
 FEB 26,2024

Hobbies are activities that are not only fun
filled but also refreshing and enriching.In an 
effort to allow the children utilize their free
time judiciously, the school is organising
different hobby classes for students of     
 class Nursery to VII



Unleash your creativity through painting, drawing,
and various craft activities.

Learn to play musical instruments
(Harmonium,Tabla,,Congo,Drum,Dholak)
 and explore your vocal talents through singing lessons.

Get your groove on with our dance classes, where you
can learn different dance styles and techniques.

Art and Craft:-

Music

Dance

Capture the world through the lens and learn the
fundamentals of photography, composition, and editing.

Photography 

Master the art of cooking with our culinary classes,
where you'll learn to prepare delicious dishes from
around the world.

Cooking

·Master the art of Drama with knowledge of Stage
Geography, An actor preparing, Mime Movement,
Basic Theatre

Theatre

Get an enriching experiencing of learning ang
using new Vocabulary in routine life.

English Vocabulary/Enhancement 

Enhance your child’s flexibility blending it with
calmness and stability. Learn different asans nd
breathing exercises for better focus and agility

Yoga 



Move and groove with new steps everyday and be
energised for the day.Its fun enjoyable way to stay fit.

ZUMBA

Learn Table etiquettes, General Manners of greeting and
serving and Organising skills. Learn to groom yourself, present
yourself in front of others.

Hospitality and Grooming:-

COMPUTER:-

Fun Club

Journal Writing 
Learn to enhance your normal handwriting. It’s new and fun
way to decorate and use your handwriting as an ornament

 Place to turn your creative inspiration into the world in the
form of different skills like Template designing.  (Birthday Cards
,Comic Books), Presentation making in Canva Software 

CODING:-
Dive into the world of technology with coding classes, where
you'll learn programming languages and develop your own
projects.

Pre-Primary  First & Second III to VII


